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Harry Binswanger '65 discusses the moral basis of
capitalism, from an objectivist perspective. Page 2.

Joseph L. Vanderway '89 acts with power and energy in
the Shakespeare Ensemble's King Lear. Page 9.

Jamie Lee Curtis plays a hard-edged cop in Blue Steel
Page 8.
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By Miguel Cantillo
The number of seniors gradu-

ating with a minor this year will
rise to 1157 announced Ruth
Spear, coordinator of the
Humanities, Arts and Social
Sciences Office.

The most popular field this
year is economics, which has 32
senior minors. Other popular
fields include music, with 16
seniors; literature, with 14; and
political science, with 13.

These numbers represent a
sharp jump from last year, when
only 55 students graduated with
minors. The most popular fields
last year were music, economics
and literature.

Spear believed that the increase
in the number of students seeking
minors was permanent, because
102 juniors had already turned in
proposals for minors.

Two new minors are being of-
fered this year, in urban studies 1
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search called
too secretive

By Karen Karplann
In response to referenda ques-

tions ona Wednesday's Undergrad--
uate Association ballot, 44· per-
cent of voters felt that flushing
during Residence/Orientation B _ ,G,,,. 
Week had "no impact" on them.
Over 60 percent of voters -re-
sponded that students should FE l, l _ "

have had more input in MIT's
presidential search process, and photo courtesy Undergraduate Associal
that the search committees were Manish Bapna '91 and Colleen M. Schwingel '92
too secretive about the process.

The first of the three referenda

uate student opinion about the | U ofca A Eeto eut
findings of the Freshman Hous-|
ing Committee. Stacy A. Segal g
'90 proposed the survey question,| I
"To what extent, if any, did |/|
'flushing' have a negative impact |/|_
on you during your R/O week?" 
Flushing refers to being turned | 
down by a living group "in a neg- | /|
ative way," according to Segal.I II 7
Students were asked to respond | | 7 ///
on a scale of one (no impact') to | i|/ / / } /
five (severe trauma).| | _

In addition to the nearly 50 i 
percent of respondents who re- 
ported that flushing had "no im-| /
pact" during their R/O week, an- \ A
other 28.9 percent felt they were | \ 
mostly unaffected (one). Of the| \\/
remaining respondents, '.8.5 -per-. -I . Yk/
cent indicated a score of two, 8.9 /
percent a three, 5.1 percent a
four, 2.9 percent a five, and a 
mere 1.5 percent indicated that | BapnaSchwingel (21.2%) P Others (0.7%)
their R/O experience caused 1 a2 Hogg/Stern (6.8%) 03 Not Voting (65.9%)
them severe trauma. On this Kang/Stirizz! (5.5%

(Please turn to page 14) I

Campaign for the futulre raises goal

By Dave Watt
Graduate students would be as-

signed to Institute housing based
on a two-tier lottery system and
Tang Hall apartments would
house only first-year graduate
students under a new plan for
graduate housing put forth by
Lawrence E. Maguire, director
housing and food services.

According to Maguire, the
plan would provide a total of 930
beds per year for incoming grad-
uate students and would be
phased in gradually over the next
four years. Members of the
Graduate Student Council and
the Graduate Housing and Stu-
dent Affairs Committee (HSA),
which worked for months on a
plan of its own for housing new
graduate students ["Graduate
housing plan supported,"
Nov. 28, 19891, have protested
the proposal.

Under Maguire's plan, a first
lottery would determine whether
a first-year graduate student
would get housing. These con-
tracts would last for only one
year. At the end of the first year

By Andrea Lamberti
The Campaign for the future,

a fund-raising effort to increase
MIT's endowment, has raised its
goal from $550 million to $700
million. The increase, recom-
mended to the Corporation by
President Paul E. Gray 554 and
Vice-President and Treasurer
Glenn P. Strehle '58, was ap-

proved at the March 2 meeting.
The increase was recommended

by the Academic Council
Campaign Priority Subgroup af-
ter meeting in the fall of 1989 "to
consider the priorities for the ele-
vated goal," according to Provost
John M. Deutch '61, who served
as subgroup chair. The initial
goals were set by the subgroup

when it first met in 1986, Deutc
said.

Currently, the campaign is
"$100 million ahead" of where it
was expected to be at this time,
Director of Major Gifts George
Ramonat said. "We felt that since
we were doing as well as we had,
we should keep going" Ramonat
added.

To date, the campaign has
raised $470 million.

The campaign hopes to achieve
the new goal by June 1992. "The
original needs, as espoused by
the faculty and administration in

(Please turn to page 14)

Housing Director Lawrence
E. Maguire
on campus, the student could ei-
ther enter into the second lottery
to obtain tenured housing or
move off campus. The two-tier
lottery would affect all on-cam-
pus graduate residences except
for Tang Hall, which would
house only incoming students.

(Please turn to page 15)
Harvard

fields.
Spear said the minor program

will eventually incorporate be-
tween 15 to 20 percent of all
undergraduates. And given the
growth rate, they will probably
reach the goal fairly soon, she
concluded.

and theater arts, and other de-
partments are considering intro-
ducing minor programs, as well.

The HASS Office is consider-
ing proposals from the Depart-
ment of Architecture and the Me-
dia Arts and Sciences program to
offer minors in their respective

Yale

Columbia

Stanford

MIIT

I . I 1 l l

O $1000

Dollars in Millions

* FY87 Budget

* FY87 Endowment

$2o0o s3000 $4000

Source: Campaign for the future

take UAP/VP in landslide
11S1111| Forty percent victory

Bapna,
Presidential

margin largest in years
By Brian Rosenberg

Manish Bapna '91 and Colleen M. Schwingel '92 were elected presi-
dent and vice-president of the Undergraduate Association on Wednes-
day by the largest margin since 1961. Bapna and Schwingel defeated
two other official teams, David W. Hogg '92/David M. Stern '91 and
Thomas S. Kang '91/Jon D. Strizzi '92.

Bapna and Schwingel received 832 of the 1339 first-choice votes cast
(62.1 percent). Hogg and Stern came in second with 265 votes (19.8
percent). Kang and Strizzi received 214 votes (16 percent). The 42.3
percent margin of victory is the largest since 1961, before the UA was
restructured. Other candidates received 28 votes (2.1 percent).

Voter turnout was approximately 38 percent of undergraduates, up
slightly from last year's 35.7 percent turnout, but in line with the
general trend at MIT.

Many people were surprised by Bapna and Schwingel's margin of
victory. Stern commented, "I'm not surprised we [Hogg and Stern]
lost, but I'm surprised it was by such a clear margin."

Bapna explained the margin as a result of the fact that "Colleen
and I are such different people. We attracted many different kinds of
people to vote for us."

Outgoing UA President Paul L. Antico '91 said, "The amount of
support [Bapna and Schwingel] have gives them a good starting point
for their term. It will help them do a lot more than they otherwise
could have."

Bapna attributed his victory to "going door to door and talking to
people. We [Bapna and Schwingell showed our concern to as many
people as possible." The "realism behind our platform" was also a
crucial factor in the election, Schwingel explained.

(Please turn to page 13)

Grad students oppose
pro-Nposed housing policy

1 1 5 seniors to graduate with HASS minors
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lousP' That's what I understood her to say.
She also had a heckler from the audience; she was ex-

tremely hated at that time, by many people. Mbost of the
audience'came~ to scoff at Miss Rand but she won thne au-
dience over entirely. Particularly, somebody yelled out
from the audience, "Wvhy don't you go back -where you
came from!'. She stopped, fixced on the audience, sand
asked, "Dop you hrave the courage to stand-up and repeat
thatf?" A figu~re stood up in the seat' and began to speak
but never go! to.-the~ end of his sentence. He trailed off
and finally slumped down in his seat. It was so obvious
that his statement had no cognitive content, only a slur
because of her Russian accent. The audience burst into
laugh~ter immediately follo~wed by appalause for Ayn Rand.,

There is a limit to the value
that I can ascribe to education
from contemporary
philosophers, but within those
limits, I thought MIT was
better than my graduate
education at Columwbia. I think
that the Institute should retain its
identity as a science and
engineering school.

I asked her later about that incident andi she: didn't even
remember it. To me it was a very exciting moment but to
her it was insignificant. She was only interested in ideas,
oanda it was obvous to her that thkis he~sckler h~ad no ideas
and was just mouthing off. This was still at a time when
people did not make extreme statements or do things like
that. She was so black annd white and dramatic. It was like
coming into the sunlight after having grown up in Plato's
cave. For every question she answered, she was very abso-
lute and clear. She always gave extensivee reasons for her
position so after that I was very impressed, and I thought
I had to read Atlaos Shrugg~ed. It took me a month to read
because lit was so maucha to integrate and also, Il didn't
want it to end.

It wasn't uentil a year later that I decided I was an ob-
jectivrist. I gave it a year because I[ thought, "This sounds-
fantastic, this sounds like everything I have ever felt and
thought and, better. It was more thought out." During the
next year, the particular assignment I gave myself was that
whenever I talked to--somn~odd -'Ai4 they disagreed about
these ideasi to find out what,· their obojections were. Mvaybe
there are some obvious flsaws here that I don't see and
others know more than Il do. Maybe this is just a beginner
stage where you think this is some kind of great philoso-
phy. So, I talked about ideas a lot and met a wide range
of people. I would always ask them "Wlhat's wrong with
this, why don't you agree with it? What's the flaw?"
What~t they would say~ was not something that Il had not
seen; it was some .line that Ayn Rand had already
addressed in Atlasi Shrugged.ki

I found also that not only did these people have no an-
swer to my questions but they had not even read the op-
position- They knew -only a few slogans like Ayn Rand
was "right-wing' and "for selfishness." The opposition
which had, made me leery of Ayn R~and turned out to be
completely bankrupt. IMeanwhile, I was reading every-
thing I could get my hands on and at the end of the year I
had read literally everything Mbiss Rand had ever written.
The results were integrated in my mind and I had no
further doubts. I decided I agreed 100 percent with this
philosophy. The years since have only added to the solidi-
ty of this.

Today, the engineers are under attack by numerous anti-
technology groups . . . .If they could learn why technology is the
highest spiritual function and to understand that they are exponents
of man's creative faculty, not just "number-crunchers.," this would give
them the self-confidence to be proud to be engineers and to know
that technology is the solution not the problem.

Q ~Were you1 involved ith the Rgadicals for Calpitalism?
A: Yes, I was involved but we gave talks on wide philo-
sophical topics at a time when there wasn't mluch litera-
ture available on the objectivistl philosophy on some of
these topics. It -was amnateurrish but fun. We hada about 25
come to -our talks regularly. Actually, we weren't interest-
ed in politics. It was called the R~adicals for Capitalismn
because there is a line in Ayn Randr's writing which says,
"We are radicals f~or C~apital~ism." But we never had any
meetings about politics. Politics was easy. We all. under-
stood it right away. We had discussions on topics like the
primacy of existence (even though we didn't have that
name for it at that time), free will vs. determinism, and
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Q: A question often ralised at MIaT is 'What is the func-
tion of humaniti'es courses in the education of a scientist
or enogineer?" What's youcr opinion?
A: Given contemporary, irrational ideas being presented
in the humanities, I can understand why scientists and en-
gineers would not want to make them part of their edIuca-
tiona. In a better intellectual environment, the need for
scientists to gain a broader framework for their profes-
sional and personal lives through the humanities would be
evidfent.,

By Jgoan A~bbott
Dr. Harry Binswanger '65 spokre last night on -T~Phe

Moral Ba~sis of Capitalism. " The talk was ssponsored by
T~he Ayn Rand Institute.

Binswanger defendbed capitaism as the only social sys-
tem that recognizes indlividuaal rights and outlaws the use
of Physical force. Hfe reached this conclusion by arguingt
that lif~fe is an end in itse;/f andl requirpes nro othaer purpose.
Life, in turn, requiress the ulse of man's mintd to produce
values. Ursing force to violate the work of man's maind is a
morala violation. Preventin2g a mpan from keeping the val-
ue~s thtat h~e ha~s achievedi is~ imma~oral. The only systema
which upholds these righ2ts, property righats, is cappitalism.

Binswtange's d~efensse of capitialism was based onr Ayn
RaPnd's philosopthy, objectivism.t During the que~stion peri-
od, Binswanger fielded' questions on environmpental
regulation,, the origins of ca~pitalism and socialism, the
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Today, the engineers are under attack( by nuemerobus
anti-technology groups. A humanistic education that
would arm them with answers to th~at group wolvuld~ be ex-
tremely valuable. If they could learn why technology is
the highest spiritual function and to understand that they
are exponents of man's creative faculty, not just "number-
crunchers,' this would~give them the self-confidenace to be
proud to be engineers and to know that technology is the
solution not the problem.B
Q: I understand that you first saw Ayn Rand here at MIT.
Tell us about it.

good course and even those that hated it are probably
glad that they~ took it.

Unmfortunately, here, teaching varied a lot. ]I had one
professor who began each class by asking, "What interest-
ed you in the reading?" They would just let the students
talk the whole time, force them to talk Ibecause reallyr
nothing interested them. Some [professors] were good and
well-liked and most were acceptable. The problem was
that even then you had the irmpsression that these profe~s-
sors were not really enthusiastic about what they were do-
ing. Possibly because the students didn't want to be there.
It was mutually reimbursing. [Students] didn't know how
to express themselves~ in writing. There was a sort of
straineda hostility between the teach~er andi thre classroom
which did nothing for class chemistry. The elective courses
in the philosophy departmenrt were nmuch better.
Q: Western phlosophyr courses of~ the type once taught at
MI~T haave beeno seeno as d~iscriminantory towarrds womnen
and minorsity grourps. What do you thi~nk about this?
A: This is a vicious, egalitarian racist idea which is very
common in universities today. It's egalitarian because it
tries to ignore the differences in individumals and it's racist
because it looks at things throughn racial issues. The qua~i-
fication for being on thre core curriculum should be thee
quality of the contribution the person madae not wh~at race
or sex they belong to. As an individuallist, I say race, gen-
der and all other such group affiliations are irrelevant.
The criteria for selection of a, course and any works to be
studied should have n~othing to do with the author, only
the work.

A: Miss Rand gave a lecture titled "The Objectivist ]Eth-
ics" in Kresge in 1962. 1 had heard that she was a contro-
versial figure but had nlot read any of her works so I
didn't get a lot out of the talk at first. Then, Mhiss R~and
came to a point in her presentation 'where she said, "Mivan
has a choice to focus Ihis minda or drift in a semiconscious
daze." This hit me like a sonic boom, I leanetl forward in
my chair and spent the rest of the lecture struggling to
understand what she was saying. I still didn't get a lot out
of it, not that it was a difficult lecture but I was just
unprepared. The quaestion period was astoundirng. When1
asked if she was an atheist, MIiss RIand replied, "of
course," as if somebody had asked her is she dressed
more warm~ly in the winter than in the summer - "of
course."

I was somewhat of an agnostic at that point and I
thought that maybe there was some vast cosmic force that
is behind the physical laws. When Il heard her say "of
course", I heard in my own mind "of course." She went
on to explain that she accepted reason and nothing but
reason and that if you believed in God, you believed in
faith. Wh~at her "of course" said, besides the explanation,
was that the question "'Is there is a God?" is exactly like
the question "Is there a person standing on the corner of
Mass Ave. and Memorial Drive?" It's a factual queestion
that's being answered by the same method of thinking
that you answer any qluestion. And once she posed it that
way, 'Is there some disembodied super-consciousness who
creatled all of reality out of nothingness by means of a
wish, is that how the world came to be? That's ridicu--

As an individualist, I say
race, gender and all other such
group affiliations are
irreleva nt.

This space donate~d bgy The Tch
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Erratuin
TuesdaPy's feature article

on A~IDS Response at M3IT
['"AIDS awareness focus of
ARM~VIT"I incorrectly
namoed the foundelrs of the
group. Kristen A. Gardner
'90 was the only founder.

Pl ase Give 00 of!
12 noon - 5 pm

Today is the last day Kresge Audsitorium
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Israeli parliament
votes "no confidence" Libyan chemical plant burns

In Israel, it is no compromise, no confidence, and pos- White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said yester-
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Warm ... then getting back
to normal

A low pressure center located in the Midwest will
bring lots of warm air from the Southwest, keeping
temperatures well above normal for the next couple
of days. A cold front will pass over us bringing
cloudiness Saturday, with the best chance of
precipitation Saturday night. As the cold front
passes, temperatures will drop and skies will clear
on Sunday. Temperatures will be around normal
into the beginning of next week.

Friday: Clear; sunny. High 68°F (20'C). Southwest
wind 10-15 mph. Sea breezes developing.

Friday night: Increasing cloudiness with southwest
winds 20-25 mph. Low 50'F (10¢C).

Saturday: Cloudy and warm. Scattered showers
possible during the day. High 67°F (20'C). Rain
becoming steadier at night. Low 46°F (8°C).

Sunday: Cloudy early, then clearing with falling
temperatures. High 50'F (10°C).

Forecast by Yeh-Kai Tung
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NFL announces
new steroid testing policy

The National Football League has a new policy involv-
ing the use of steroids. At the NFL meeting in Orlando,
FL, on Wednesday, Commissioner Paul Tagliabue said the
new policy calls for randomly testing players during train-
ing camp, the regular season, and the off-season. This
policy replaces the old policy of testing only in camp.
Dates of the tests will be announced in advance, and
players will be chosen randomly.

ro
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sibly no Shamir. Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir's
rejection of a possible way out of a showdown with his
main coalition partner, Labor, has been followed by a
parliamentary defeat for his government.

The Israeli Parliament voted 60 to 55 yesterday that it
had no confidence in Shamir's government. He continues
as caretaker, but the leader of the Labor Party, Shimon
Peres, now gets the chance to form his own government.

The crisis swirls around a US idea for Palestinian repre-
sentation in possible talks with Israel. The United States
would let a deportee and a representative of East Jerusa-
lem be on the Palestinian team. Shamir opposes that, say-
ing it is a concession to the Palestine Liberation Organiza-
tion. But the Labor Party accused Shamir of sandbagging
the peace process, and quit their cabinet posts Tuesday.
Shamir rejected a compromise yesterday from an ultra-
Orthodox party that would have restored Labor to the
cabinet -and called for US acceptance of peace proposals.

Poland to join German
reunification talks

Poland will be allowed to join in talks on German re-
unification. Officials from the two Germanys and the
four victorious World War II Allies have agreed to let Po-
land take part in discussions about Germany's borders.
The Warsaw government wants to make sure Germany
does not reclaim land ceded to Poland after themwar.

That agreement on Polish participation came out of the
first formal meeting held under the "two-plus-four" for-
mula for reunification talks. Officials from the two Ger-
manys joined representatives from the United States, Brit-
ain, France and the Soviet Union at the session in Bonn.
There is no word on when or where the next meeting will
be held.
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Children work in risky jobs
Labor Secretary Elizabeth Dole said there are too many

kids working too many hours or in jobs that are just too
risky for them.- She said yesterday that a three-day nation-
wide probe found 7000 minors who are allegedly in viola-
tion of child labor laws. Most cases, she added, involved
14- and 15-year-olds who put in too much time - and 16-
and 17-year-olds working in hazardous conditions. She
vowed to crack down.

Satellite stuck in low orbit
Ground crews finally managed yesterday to separate a

satellite and rocket launched from Cape Canaveral. The
communications satellite launched commercially Wednes-
day morning is now stuck in an uselessly low orbit. The
$150 million satellite is not insured, launch officials said.

Crews spent hours before successfully sending the com-
puter commands that got the bulky satellite to separate
from the giant Titan III rocket. Officials say the motor
that was to push the satellite into a higher orbit remained
on the rocket.

The satellite was intended to transmit up to 120,000
telephone calls for several companies and three television
channels for more than 13 years. It was to replace two
older satellites over the Atlantic.

College students lie for
sex-, -study reports

-After questioning more-;t-han, 400 college students on
mating particulars, two California researchers found that
men and women tend to fib when it comes to sex. The
researchers writing in the New England Journal of Medi-
cine report a third of the male respondents and 10 percent
of the women admitted they.-had "told a lie in order to
have sex."

Fawn Hall testifies in
Iran-contra trial

Oliver North's former secretary was the latest to testify
in the Iran-contra trial of former National Security
Adviser John M. Poindexter. Fawn Hall said on -Wednes-
day that she altered documents to delete references to
covert assistance to Nicaraguan rebels.

Also, Nortlh said he was not under oath- when he lied to
a congressional panel in 1986 - so what -he did was
wrong, but not illegal. Prosecutors accused North of go-
ing before the lawmakers to "lie and lie and lie." North
responded: "I have told the world I do not feel good
about that." North completed three-and-a-half days on
the stand at Poindexter's trial in Washington, DC.

day that Libya's Rabta plant apparently is out of the
chemical weapons business because of a fire. Fitzwater
said he did not know how the fire started, but stated that
the United States had nothing to do with it. West Germa-
ny's ARD television announced it had received a claim of
responsibility from a previously unknown Libyan dissi-
dent group. Libyan leader Moammar Ghadafi - who
said the plant produced pharmaceuticals, not weapons -
said an investigation has been started to see if West Ger-
man agents set the fire. He threatened retaliation if any
wrongdoing was found on the part of the West Germans.

Compiled by Andrea Lamberti
and Reuven M. Lerner

JUNE 4 - AUGUST 3, 1990
e Foreign Relations of the U. S.
a Current Topics in Soviet and Central

European Affairs -
* Business Policy in International

Operations
• Introduction to Economic Theory
• International Monetary System
• International Managdrial Accounting

and Investment Analysis
* Comparative Business-Government

Relations in East Asia
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Director of the Summer School
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Soviet parliament votes
on new presidency

President George Bush said yesterday that he is looking
forward to his June summit with Mikhail S. Gorbachev,
now that the Soviet Congress of People's Deputies has
given Gorbachev a new hold on the job of president. Bush
sent a letter of congratulations to Gorbachev.

The parliamentary vote was part of Gorbachev's plan to
make the government stronger and the Communist Party
weaker, while keeping himself -in charge. Although he ran
uncontested, there was surprisingly strong opposition to
giving him the expanded powers of the revised presidency.

Gorbachev now has wide powers to propose and veto
legislation, negotiate treaties, declare war, and impose
presidential rule under certain conditions. Many of the
Soviet congress members clearly believe that a stronger
President Gorbachev will immediately take action at
home with the same kind of world-shaking results he has
achieved in foreign policy.

Bush rejects call to
break relations with SA

The Bush administration has rejected a call to break re-
lations with South Africa. Recently-freed anti-apartheid
leader Nelson Mandela also called for stiffer sanctions
against the white-minority government on Tuesday. Mean-
while, a US official said Secretary of State James A.
Baker 3d has invited Mandela to meet with him in.Na-
mibia next week.

THE FLETCHER SCHOOL
SUMMER 1990

GRADUATE
COURSES IN
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
THE FLETCHER SCHOOL of Law and
Diplomacy will offer seven full-credit
courses in international business,
economics, diplomacy, and politics in an
eight-week summer session. Close to the
intellectual and culturral resources of
Cambridge and Boston, students profit
from the association with an international
community of scholars and practitioners
of foreign affairs.

Applications are accepted from college
junior and seniors.

TUFTS
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Thanksgiving is usually on the last Thursday of
November. Here at MIT, it comes after the second7
Wednesday of March. That is the time we all give
thanks to the end of the inane Undergraduate Asso-
ciation election process. I thus present to you a list
of the things most tedious about the process.

Before I start flaming, it will probably be pru-
dent to look at all the good the process creates.
First and foremost is all the copy it generates for
The Tech. The debates, forums, election results,
and all the inflammatory letters which result from
the elections are worth a good eight or ninle articles.
This means beefier Techs, which is good for those
of us with too much time to kill, boring classes, or
a desperate need for exercise.

The winning candidates also benefit from the
process. Gee, Shawn, you~mean they get to develop
their leadership skills which wil undoubtedly be a
great benefit to them as they begin their trek
through the real world? No, they get to put "class
clown" or the like on their resumes, and these win-
ners need all the help they can get in finding a job.

On the other, and much larger, hand: things I
hate about the process. The worst thing has to be
the "issues." Every year, candidates base their plat-
forms on reforming the UA, improving ARA, and
whatever was in The Tech on the day they wrote
their platforms. Every year, the UA remains an in-
visible organization: ARA still sucks, and the other
issues die of old age. And every year, the UA allo-
cates more and more money on office furniture so
the victors have a comfy place to rest between class-
es. As an aside, do any of you know who the peo-
ple are on your class council, and what they have-
done during their tenure other than get elected?

Another thing that I hate is being inundated with
posters screaming at me to vote for a name for a
certain office, with nothing else on the poster. Let's
face it, we're all intelligent people. Seeing a name
flashing in bright pink neon around every corner
will not get me to vote for that name. Maybe if we
were bugs, we'd be attracted to the -biggest and
brightest posters. Maybe if we had frontal loboto-
mies we -might think, "Gee, it looks like- John Doe
will do a good job as my class &oofus chairman-
because he has that really big poster." Get real-. .

Okay, enough generalizing. Let's now look at the
specifics of this inanity.

The referenda
These look very much like the staff at the Weekly

World News wrote them. To those of you unfamil-
iar with the alternate journal of record for the
Library of Congress, it is an ultra-conservative peri-
odical written at about a third-grade level which
stresses that the communists are out to get us.

1. Presidential Search -Do you believe that the
committee responsible for choosing the next presi-
dent of MIT was too secretive about the process
and the candidates? Choose one:- Yes No

Okay, first of all, why would anyone want to
choose more than one of those options? I think that
for a yes/no question, the <'choose one" option is
pretty much evident. About the "secretive" part,
however, the criticism is boundless. What do they
think the selection process entails? D~o prospective
candidates have to prove that they will do their best
to screw us, the students, over? I'm sure the dudes
on the committee merely threw out some nlames,
looked at their records, and interviewed these peo-
ple for the job. Not real exciting stuff. I'm also sure
that nobody would really be interested in watching
the committee sort through records. It's not like
they were sitting around choosing the most totali-
tarian or the most racist or the most corrupt person
they could possibly get a hold of.

2. Presidential Search -Do you believe that stu-
dents should have more control over the search for
the next president of MIT? Choose one Yes No

Again. that "choose one" thingz! The Corpora-
tion doesn't clamor for a vote in the UAP/VP elec-
tion, so why should we mess with them? And be-
sides, are there arny students who really know
enough about the candidates to contribute intelli-
gently, or would it turn into a bunch of screaming
hordes chanting "Tastes Great" and "Less Filling"
while the committee tries to get this place a respon-
sible and intelligent leader? Evenl if there were stu-
dents who knew enough about the selection process,
they wouldn't be found among the bozos we had to
choose from in this election. I don't know about
you, but I wouldn't trust the presidential selection
to a person whose idea of a, serious campaign is
mailing Andes mints to fellow classmates. Here
again, the UA has chosen to manifest unrealistic
fears of subversion in our minds.

3. Freshman Housing- To what extent, if any,
did "fushing" have an impact on you during your
RIO week? no impact 1 2 3 4 5 severe -trauma.

"Severe trauma"? Are they serious? Were other-
wise happy freshmen hospitalized, turned into man-
ic depressives, just because one fraternity/sorority
did not want them as a member? I am also curious

as to exactly iwhat the UA plans to do about
this. -. . . Sorry, guys, despite the fact that you 'are a
bunch of- beer-drinking football players, you have
to accept little Wormser here because it will trauma-
tize him if you don't.

The candidates
Viewing the pictures in the supplement, it looks

like all the UAP/VP candidates are up to some-
thing fishy and that all the class council candidates
have nothing upstairs. However, if you read their
platforms, you will find out exactly how misleading
this is: The UAP/VP candidates are up to nothing
at all (the class council candidates don't lie to you
with their pictures, though).

David Hogg '92 and David Stern '91 are friendly
enough guys, but not good politicians. Rule of
thumb in politics: If you don't know the issue,
don't make it a part of your platform. All the de-
mandin~g was a little much for a campaign where
the issues were, to put it mildly, weak. They can, if
they so desire, personally keep the dormitory
condom machines filled as they promised.

Manish Bapna '91 and Colleen Schwingel '92 are
also quite friendly. They are also quite the UA
types; that's why they won. Their sensationalization
of issues -"Do you fear the Freshman Housinlg
Proposal will destroy your living group?"'-played
onl our fears just like the Weekly World News. Well,
good luck to them. We can look forward to another
year of what we are already used to -an invisible
student government. A "realistic solution" indeed.

The campaign of Thomas Kang '91 and Jon
Strizzi '92 was curious at best. Mr. Strizzi vowed to
fight sexual harassment and "promote. ... mutual
respect." In light of his now-famous T-shirt design,
his knowledge of these issues seem clouded at best.
Their idea to restructure the UA was sillye. They fell
victim to the same rule of thumb which brought
Dave and Dave downl. Aside -what the hell does
"4undergraduate- strength' mean? And 'does Strizzi
look like someone who- has 0t---¢ 

The class council candidates are too'nume'rou to
delve into individual flaws. Suffice it to say anyone
"who wants a part of the class council should have
-it. Interestingly, -not 'all the positions on the-ballot
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Every year, candidates'
base their platforms on
reforming the UA,
improving ARA, and
whatever was in The Tech
on the day they wrote their
platforms.
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were filled, showing the vast and deserved respect
the council has earned through the years. The only
interesting chap of the lot was Mark Lee '93, prov-
ing himself to be racist and insensitive on his post-
ersi which he wished to mnake on-behalf of his class
as publicity chair. "I will be able to make our class
posters more lively, interesting, and attractive,"
reads Lee's platform. At least he doesn't lie. (I also
like the way the new '93 social chairs "love" us.)

We thus reach an interesting paradox. There
wasn't a single candidate whom I wanted to vote
for -even the usually amusing "write-in" candi-
dates were non-existent or immature at best. Only
when the UA manages to gain respectability will re-
spectable people run for the offices. But this will
only happen when respectable people get into
office. . ..

Oh, well, the faculty is older and wiser than we
are, and so they can keep on running this place au-
tonornously as far as I'm concerned. We don't need
government; we need degrees.

Election Commission
Last year, the Infinite Corridor was made about

three feet narrower from the amount of paper on
the walls. Graphic Arts and-LSC reaped huge prof-
its from this, and as a result they improved services
this year. But the postering was ugly and conlfusing,
and so a new postering policy was initiated.

This worked really well. As regular candidates
were confined to expressing their views on big ugly
pieces of paper hung- strategically throughout the
Institute; write-ins~ could poster everywhere. But the
Election Commission opened- postering to regular
candidates on the last Iday, again -narrowing the
corridor by three feet. It was once again ugly and
confusing.

Recommendation
Scrap the election process. Have the UA run itself

and embezzle all our money. That's what happens
anyway.
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Shawn Mastriant '91 is sports editor of The Tech
and a three-time failure in the UAlPIVP race.

For un er ra s. a t file ̂ or-, thank -s
Column by Shawn Mastrian
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Next week has been designated Campus
Pork-Eating Awareness Week, by a new
campus organization, the Pork Eaters At
MIT (PEAMIT). Although the official
purpose of the week is to increase aware-
ness of pork eating on campus, PEAMIT's
main focus appears to be to convince peo-
ple on campus that eating pork is OK, and
all students should accept that it's fine for
others to eat pork, even if they don't eat it
themselves.

The pork eaters have, of course, been in
the news often this year. Many religions
disagree with eating pork, and last fall
their group was in the news when an orga-
nization identifying itself only as
PHAMIT (Pork Haters At MIT) hung a
drop poster in Lobby 7 containing anti-
pork insults and porkophobic slurs.
PEAMIT was appropriately quick to con-
demn this action.

Nationally, pork eaters have been in
controversy. Shortly before Hanukkah
pro-pork demonstrators entered a temple
Beth Israel in New York. One demonstra-
tor desecrated a Torah, a book of Jewish
scripture and other sacred literature. This
action increased tensions between the two
factions. Campus Pork-Eating Awareness
Week begins Monday, including many pro-
pork events, demonstrations and poster-
ings on the entire campus.

The above is a joke. What follows is
not.

Last week was designated Bisexual Gay
and Lesbian Awareness Days by the -cam-
pus organization Gays.At MIT (GAMIT).
Although the official purpose of the week
is to increase awareness of homosexuality

and bisexuality on campus, GAMIT's
main focus appears to be to convince peo-
ple on campus that being gay, lesbian, or
bisexual is OK, and all students should ac-
cept that it's fine for others to be gay, les-
bian or bisexual, even if they are straight
themselves.

GAMIT has, of course, been in the
news often this year. Many religions dis-
agree with homosexuality, and last fall the
group was in the news when an organiza-
tion identifying itself only as HAMIT
(Heterosexuals At MIT) hung a drop post-
er in Lobby 7 containing anti-gay insults
and homophobic slurs. GAMIT was ap-
propriately quick to condemn this action.

Nationally, gay activists have been in
controversy. Shortly before Christmas pro-
gay demonstrators entered St. Patrick's
Cathedral in New York. One demonstrator
desecrated a communion wafer, which ac-
cording to Catholics is the body of Jesus
Christ. This action increased tension be-
tween the two factions. BGLAD ended
last Friday, after many pro-gay events,
demonstrations and posterings.

Y'know, I'm going to be hung out to
dry for writing that. I just sat here, in the
Tech office, staring at the screen, re-
reading it over and over, debating whether
or not I wanted to wipe it off the comput-
er system and write another column about
a dog who attended classes or an ugly stat-
ue on campus. Suddenly it came to me.
That feeling, the feeling of dread at ex-
pressing my opinion, is called oppression.
It's something that gays have been fighting
against for years.

Is it allowable to be anti-homosexual in

GAMIT's eyes? Well, that's an interesting
point. Gregory S. Richardson '91 wrote a
letter in The Tech's March 6 issue stating
that he does not agree with homosexuality.
That's disagreement, not hatred, not a de-
sire to act in any way upon his views. In
fact, I cannot locate a single adjective in
his entire letter describing homosexuals
themselves, only homosexuality.

GAMIT's response in the March 9 issue,
penned by GAMIT General Coordinator
Jason M. Satterfield '90, in the beginning
agrees with some of Richardson's views. It
quickly shifts, however, to an odd connec-
tion. The second paragraph begins with
the statement "GAMIT is not denouncing
the right to be homophobic," which sets
Richardson up indirectly as a homophobe,
a dubious description at best.

A few paragraphs down, it states,
""GAMIT does not condemn Richardson
for not being able to accept homosexual-
ity, but does condemn the results that his
oppressive mode of thought encourages."
Whoa, wait a second, read that one back.
We won't condemn him for thinking that,
but we will condemn the results of think-
ing like that? Isn't that somewhat akin to
saying, "It's OK to wear fur, but it's
abominable to let it touch your skin."?

There are legitimate reasons to disagree
with homosexuality religious or otherwise.
And therefore it follows that it's OK to
allow the views this "mode of thought"
encourages, as long as no one's rights are
being violated. GAMIT might do well do
be aware of the discomfort their publicity
campaigns can cause to some members of
the community. I am not suggesting that

GAMIT in any way be oppressed or cen-
sored. However, a little understatement
can go a long way.

Once last term a prominent GAMIT
member who lived on my floor came into
my room in a shockingly revealing outfit
and told me she just "wanted to see if any
of your Catholic friends were around so I
could shock them." I had known this per-
son all term, and I knew she was just jok-
ing. I laughed. So why did I feel so un-
comfortable about the remark afterwards?

At times I have a feeling that GAMIT
doesn't think some religious people should
BGLAD about their religion. Nationally,
in incidents like the one in St. Patrick's
Cathedral mentioned above, this feeling is
even stronger. Most people who can't ac-
cept homosexuality are not trying to force
anyone else to believe in their views.
Please don't tell anyone that his or her be-
liefs are oppressive to you just because
they are in disagreement with your beliefs.

Anyone who sits down and writes an in-
telligent argument probably isn't someone
who is a danger to homosexuals. The
GAMIT view that opinion like Richard-
son's is encouraging violence against ho-
mosexuals doesn't wash. This is somewhat
like claiming that an intelligently written
pro-life argument is a direct cause of abor-
tion clinic bombings. G}AMIT is confusing
the argument with the radicals who take it
too far.

Bill Jackson '93 is a Tech columnist who
is really starting to upset the guy who usu-
ally writes these biographical blurbs.

The NYU School of Medicine's Summer Undergraduate Research Program is designed to
offer undergraduates who have completed their junior year of college and plan to pursue a
research career as M.D./Ph.D. or Ph.D. students in the Biomedical Sciences an opportunity
to participate in the research activities of a laboratory at the School of Medicine under the
direction of a faculty member. Each trainee will recive a stipend of $2,100 and housing will
be available at a cost of approximately $350. The deadline to apply to this program is April
2, 1990.

To receive an application package please call
write:

lMr. Antonio Rocha at (212) 340-5798 or

Summer Undergraduate Research Program
c/o Antonio Rocha, Dept. of Cell Biology

New York University Medical Center
550 First Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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GAM1T confuses academic debate with hostility
Column by Bill Jackson

Class of '92 ring
shouId offend all
MIT sophomores

I am writing to express my dis-
may at MIT students' nonreac-_
tion to Christopher Columbus'
presence on the 1992 "Brass
Rat." I am not a Native Ameri-
can, but I grew up in the
Southwest, and a number of my
friends are Native Americans.
My Mexican background by defi-
nition contains Native American
blood, and the culture of the
Pueblo and Navajo peoples in
New Mexico has played a large
part in my development as a
human being.

I am outraged that so many
people on this campus seem to
think that this ring design is only
insulting to pure-blooded Native
Americans, and that a useless
apology from the 1992 Ring
Committee will close the issue.
There is a great deal in the Native
American experience that has in-
fluenced every person in every
part of this country to some de-
gree. As a nation, we have done a
remarkably horrible job of recog-
nizing the value of the Native
American heritage.

I propose that the Class of
1992 affirm that value by refus-
ing to purchase a ring which de-
grades it. There remains ample
time to create and issue a new
ring design. MIT needs to decide
whether we should permit anoth-
er humiliation of a people as rich
and varied as any who have ever
lived. The current ring design will
turn the Brass Rat into a mark of
shame; the humiliation of Native
Americans will affirm not the hu-
man race's history of exploration
and discovery, but its history of
ignorance and bigotry.

Francisco Juan Donez '91

The Tech Hotline

SUMIMER UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PROGRAM
IN

CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND THE NEUROSCIENCES

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
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America By Cycle 1990 and
Tutoring Plus
Denis Mustafa a Hauahm Fellow at
MIT, is under iutalt a seven-wee

bicycling trip from La Angeles to
Boston begbming May 12. Tfrough
sponsorships he will help Tutoring
Plus and The Lcague of American
Wheelmen Bicyclists'}iducaton ard
Legal Foundation. If your group is
looking for a fund-raising project or
you would like to makte a contribu-
tion, contact Dents Mulstafa at nn.
35-312B, Laboratory for information
and Decision Systems, 253-2156.
Make checks payable to Pedal For
Powerlrutoring Plus.

Dept. of Human Services-
Cambridge
Sunxday, March 25, is the Fourth
Annual Cityr of Cambridge's 5 Mile
Road Race. Volunteers are needed to
help on race day withi registration.
working on the course and giving
refreshments during and after thre
race. Warm-up is from 8:45 - 10 am.
and th race begins at 10:30 am..
Racers also welcome (pe-registe:. $8;
race day: $10) and receive free T-
shirts.'The starting line is at the Fresh-
pond Clubhouse, 695 Yuron Ave.
Contact: Paul Ryder at 498 9028.

American Cancer Society
Is your group looking for a fundrais-
ing project? Think about a swim-a-
thon, row-a-thon, ordance-&-thon forf
the American Cancer Society. Theyr
will provide pledge sheets, poster
aned publicit. They would like to
establish an annual fundrising event
but welcome one-time doess. Con.
tct: Johnx Paranese at 643 3010.

Compiled byr thse MIT Public Service
Center, rm. 3-123, x340742.

Public Service Center

Day is Done
This women's shelter needs women
volunteers to say over night oncb a
month. The shelter is open on
Sunday, Tuesday, 7hursday, and Fri-
day nights. Contacts: Beth Greelley
at 524-3431 or Meg Smnith at 26S-
6006.

New England Home for Little
Wanderers
Volunteers areneeded for the Home's
Spring Phone-a-thon to be held Mon-
day, March 12, from 5:30-9 pmn.,
Tuesday, Match 13, from 5-8:30p.m.,
and Wednesday, Muach 14, from 5:30-
9pm. Dinnerwillbeprovided. Come
and phone for an hour andhelp gener-
ate funds for this Home that offers
adoption, counseling, special educa-
tion, and residential programs. Call
232-8600.

Cambridgeport Problem Center
Volunteers are needed for help with
fundraisingmailings to Mental Health
Professionals. Even if you can only
give a half hour ofyour time, it will be
a great help. The Problem Center pro-
vides legal and psychological serv-
ices for low-income people in the
Boston area. Please contact: Jemma
at 661 101Q0

Fair Food
Make a difference tomorrow morning
by helping make sure food gets to
hundreds of people who need it -
donate an hour of your time to help
load bread onto trucks, 7:30-8:30 am.
at the end of Witxsor St. in Carm-
bridge (Arnolif Bakery). Lrsin
are needed Monday, Thursday, and
Saturday moudngs. Contact: Nancy
Jamlson at 28207298.

Rosle's Place
Join a group of students to serve din-
ner to homeless women. The group
leaves from the Mass. Ave. bus stop
every Friday at 4-4:15 and retuns at
8-8:30. Dinner will be served to vol-
unteers. Men are welcome. For more
info. call: Jeanine Walters at xS-
115S or Emily Houh at xS-720S.
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ing the most memorable parties on campus. Their commitment to

perfection and vitality has made them a top Product Development

Team at Oracle Corporation.

At Oracle, we feel that only when you enjoy your work, can your

creativity and productivity reach their full potential. Working in an

environment that stimulates creativity as well as achievement

definitely has its advantages: we are the fastest growing company

in the fastest growing industry in the world.

Simply put, we enjoy what we're doing.

Trading Research Analyst
Send resumes to:

Moore Capital Management
2 Greenwich Plaza, Suite 100
Greenwich, CT 06830

Moore Capital Management, a lead-
ing money management firm in
Greenwich, CT, is seeking an ana-
lyst for its expanding computer
systems commodities trading oper-
ation. We seek an individual with
an exceptional quantitative back-
ground for intensive research on
trading strategies. Candidates must
be competent in programming (C or
QuickBasic), spreadsheets (EXCEL
or LOTUS 1-2-3), and statistics.
The candidate will have an engi-
neering, physical science, or math-
ematics background. No Wall
Street experience necessary. At-
tractive compensation program. No
Summer applicants, please.

Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. Thre Tech, W20-
483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.

Attention - Hiring! Government
jobs - your area. Many immediate
openings without waiting list or
test. $17,840 - $69,485. Call
(602) 838-8885 Ext. R4058.

HOLMSTRANC) RENOVATIONS
Interior and exterior renovations
and restoration specialists in mak-
ing your living and working space
more efficient and appealing. We
handle the entire job, including free
estimates. Realistic pricing in to-
day's market. Do not hesitate to
call, we enjoy small interesting
projects.

AM - 253-3231
PM - (617) 846-2368

Oracle will be conducting on-campus
interviews on March 20. Contact your
placement office for details.

You can join a team of visionaries who still know what it means to

have fun. We are currently recruiting top students who like to work

hard and play hard. If that's you, talk to us before you make your

career decision. For information consult your placement office,

send us your resume, or call Jonathan Kraft at (415) 506-3087.

Oracle Corporation 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065

O RACLE6
Make your vision tomorrow's technologySM

Win a Hawaiian Vacation or big
screen TV plus raise up to $1,400
in just 10 days!

Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment

Campus organization, clubs, frats,
sororities call OCMC: 1-800-932-
0528 or 1-800-950-8472, ext. 10.

AUSTRALIA STUDY ABROAD
Apply now for summer or fall
1990. 1 or 2 semesters: classes or
internships. 4 week summer pro-
gram to the Great Barrier Reef. For
info on the best study abroad pro-
gram in the world call Curtin
University 1617) 239-5244.

Attention - Government seized ve-
hicles from $1 00. Fords, Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers
Guide. (602) 838-8885
Ext. A4058.

Attention: Earn money reading
books! $32,000/year income po-
tential. Details. 1602) 838-8885
Ext. Bk18450.

.
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BLUE STEEL
Written and directed by Kathryn Bigelow.
Starring Jamie Lee Curtis, Ron Silver,
Clancy Brown, and Elizabeth Pena.
Opens today at the Cheri Theater.

oped family background which gives obvi-
ous motivation to her line, "I've wanted to
be a cop since I was a kid." Turner's deci-
sion to place her career goals above her
personal life is contrasted against her best
friend, a traditional homemaker persistent
in her attempts to "fix up" Turner with a
string of potential suitors.

Bigelow researched psychopathic per-
sonalities to create Eugene Hunt, a schizo-
phrenic haunted by voices which direct his
actions. Hunt is not a subtle character; his
personality disorder makes that an impos-
sibility. Bigelow's explicit characterization
and Silver's forceful performance make
Hunt the equal of 10 horror film villains.

Bigelow deserves praise for her direction
o of the two lead actors as well as the strong
supporting cast, which includes Clancy
Brown (The Adventures of Buckaroo Bon-
zai) as Turner's partner and Elizabeth
Pena (La Bamba) as her best friend.

Blue Steel has a striking physical ap-

pearance, which also can be credited to
Bigelow. Her formal training as a painter
shows through in her strong use of color
and contrast between light and dark to en-
hance the mood of a scene.

Bigelow has unabashedly filled the film
with controversial ideas and images. Like
other films of its genre, violence is exploit-
ed to the fullest. Slow-motion shots of
bullets exploding in flesh are intended to
provoke strong audience reactions. Bige-
low's superimposition of the power of a
gun and the power of sexual desire may be
beyond the limits of acceptability for some
audience members. It is important to rec-
ognize that Bigelow does not fall into the
trap of exploiting women whenl presenting
this violent imnagery.

Blue Steel is two hours of pulse-raising
entertainment. Audience members should
be forewarned that if they are not open to
the experience, they should choose a more
appropriate film.

are unable to corroborate her testimony.
She is recalled as a detective "in name
only" when bullet jackets with her name
inscribed on them are found at a murder
scene. Soon after the investigation begins,
Turner discovers that the murderer is Eu-
gene Hunt (Ron Silver), a commodities
trader with whom she has been having a
romantic relationship. Hunt evades the
law through loopholes and continues on
his murdering rampage until a climactic
confrontation with Turner.

Blue Steel is a showcase for Bigelow's
considerable writing skill. Turner is a
character who goes beyond the level of a
female Dirty Harry. She has a well-devel-

By MICHELLE P. PERRY

UNS AND SEX AND POWER are in-
extricably intertwined in Blue
Steel, the latest film from writ-Ger/director Kathryn Bigelow.

After fatally shooting an armed robber
in a supermarket hold-up, rookie police
officer Megan Turner (Jamie Lee Curtis) is
suspended from the force when the gun
cannot be found at the scene and witnesses

JAMIE LEE CURTIS and
KATHRYN BIGELOW
An infteriew with the star and writer-
director of Blue Steel.

You are quoted as saying that you are
infatuated with the idea of "seductive vio-
lence. " Would you elaborate?

That quote was taken out of context,
but it's a beautiful phrase. I think violence
in a cinematic context can be, if handled
in a certain way, very seductive. I think
that an audience can be titillated by vio-
lence in a cinematic context. It's wonderful
in the safe confines of a theater to experi-
ence that aspect of your imagination or
subconscious.

Do you think that the audience's re-
sponse stays in the theater? What about
the stories of people who get pumped up
on watching violentfilms and then go on a
shooting spree?

My feeling is that those are very dis-
turbed individuals anyway, and are the ex-

(Please tern to page 10)

By MICHELLE P. PERRY

Kathryn, how tough is it todayfor wom-
en directors?

If there's specific resistance to women
making movies, I just choose to ignore
that as an obstacle for two reasons: I can't
change my gender, and I refuse to stop
making movies. It's irrelevant who or what
directed a movie, the important thing is
that you either respond to it or you don't.
There should be-more women directing; I
think there's just not the awareness that
it's really possible. It is.

Why does violence play such an impor-
tant role in your movies?

I always wish I had a good answer for
that, like I was traumatized in childhood.
I think that film has the potential to be
very cathartic. I respond to movies that
get in your face, that have the ability to be
provocative or challenge you, that take
some risks. I like high impact movies.
That's what I respond to as a viewer, so
naturally I respond to that when writing. I
don't want to be made pacified or
comfortable. I like stuff that gets
adrenaline going.

made
your

Kathryn Bigelow, director of Blue Steel

tion systems, semiconductor devices, automotive and
industrial electrical components, and information
systems equipment.

As one of Japan's most highly respected American
high-tech companies, our dynamic expansion meanswe
can ofterjapanese students who have studied in the U.S.
a number of summer internships in the U.S. and Japan.
Full-time career opportunities in both technical and non-
technica!positions are avalable at our Tokyo, Osaka, Sen-
dai and Aizuwakamatsu facilities, and require superior
japanese communication skills, both written and spoken.

If you missed our on-campus visit and are interested
in summer internships or full-time career opportunities
with Nippon Motorola Ltd., please complete the coupon
below or call collect (708) 576-7551.

At Nippon Motorola Ltd., we know the pride you feel in
your American academic achievements, and your desire
to apply your skills in a supportive environment when
you return home.

We are a wholly-owned subsidiary of Motorola Inc.,
one of the world's leading manufacturers ofcommunica-
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Kathryn Bigelow discusses role of
"seductive violence " in herfihms
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TheTechPer-formingArtsSeriespresents. . .
VERDI- REQUIEM

The Dedham Choral Society:..ar d Orchestra, Brian Jones, director will perform
the Verdi Requiem,-wih Rebcca-Copley, soprano, Victoria Livengood, mezzo-
soprano, Joseph Wolveaton, tenor and Richard Zeller, bass.

Symphony Hall, March.I8 at 3 pm.
ST price: $5.

MANDALA FOLK DANCE ENSEMBLE
Thirty dancers, singers, and musicians - over 100 authentic costumes - music
and dance from 15 different lands. The Boston Globe calls the Mandala Folk
Dance Ensemble "a reminder of how many flavors, colors, cultures, and
wonders this world offers."

John Hancock Hall, March 30 at 8 pm.
MIT price: $6.-
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KINRG LEARF
Starring Joseph L. Vanderway '89
as King Lear.
The Shakespeare Ensemble at MIT:
Directed by Bruce Shapiro.
Sala de Puerto Rico.
narch 15-18 & 22-24.

as with opera, a synopsis should also real-
ly be provided in the program!), one of its
most impressive aspects is the rare clarity
of diction shown by all the characters.

Even in his darkest madness, not a word
of Vanderway's Lear is lost. Bronwyn Bar-
ish G-as the Fool - and Brecht Isbell
'90 - as Edmund - were, however, espe-
cially notable in this regard. Isbell molded
his every word, and delivered each one
with- a sting. Not only was his body ever
arched with jealousy, his tongue spouted
bile with undisguised hatred and, a single-
minded hold- on Edmund's will to conquer.

Barish was in many ways the most
Shakespearean of all. Her verse flowed
smoothly, the nuances in the text nicely
highlighted and decorated. The Fool's
prophesy was delivered especially suavely.
Barish is witty and catching with her ser-
pentine-sensual body movement yet, as the
ideal Shakespearean fool, in her jest she
points at tragedy. A wonderful portrayal.

The three daughters were all acted con-
vincingly, the Goneril of Lindasusan
Ulrich '91 the most strongly characterized
of the three, the Cordelia of Debbie Wells
'92 touching in her honesty. Maria Cheryl
S. Casquejo '91 brought through the
bitchiness of Regan.

Charles Roburn '91 was passionate and
convincing as Kent; his confrontation with
the stubborn Lear was well-staged, and his
appearance dramatic.

Harry Teplitz/91 conveyed the despair
of Gloucester convincingly. After Glouces-
ter's blinding, his realization that "I have
no eyes" came through especially strongly.
None of the other parts were weakly done.

The program says Bruce Shapiro provid-
ed the "'iconicity" (rather than the direc-
tion). I think we could do without such
pretentiousness, especially when no
program note is provided to illuminate the
audience as to what "iconicity" means.
Shapiro's direction, though, was sharp,
with only a few passages where momen-
tum flagged.

..The set -by, William Fregosi -sym-
bolized brokenness, and had significant
words from the play written on it. This is
a play about brokenness, but in its
poignant ending -the body of Vander-
way's Lear on Wells' Cordelia -it was
made whole.

By JO)NATHAN RICHMOND

JOSEPH L. VANDERWAY '89 is an elec-
trifying Lear. It's a part that de-
mands extraordinary concentration
and, on opening night yesterday,

Vanderway's energy never flagged. The
characterization grew during the evening,
building in power as if ever by fate direct-
ed towards the horrific conclusion, with
the King's will as expired as the life of his
daughter, limp as she is in his arms.

Who is this Lear? Vanderway's Lear
starts out as a confused and senile man,
but never without a spark of command.
Vanderway's expressions speak of a cling-
ing-on to a past that has gone. His Lear
simultaneously displays kingliness and
frailty: he hands out directives, but fum-
bles. He holds his arm at his side in a ges-
ture of authority, but holding his side for
support, a sign of weakness. Vanderway
captures the rage and the fear and the im-
possibility of Lear holding on1 to a sanity
that disappears before our eyes.

Vanderway puts Lear at a distance -he
stands aloof from people, and from reali-e
ty, but warmth does develop towards the
end -as fate approaches. His later meet-
ing with Cordelia is poignant. And as
Lear's sanity disappears down a tunnel, his
humanity re-emerges to be displayed in
Cordelia's death and, from the grief of
that death, in his own.

It is hard enough to paint Lear strongly
in one dimension; Vanderway's achieve-
ment is in leaving the audliencee impressed
with the complexity of the character, and
pondering the fate of his soul.

Greg Swieringa '91 is a larger-than-life
Edgar, especially vigorous when in disguise
as "Mad Tom,"' a perfect soul-mate to the
wasting Lear as, almost naked, he rages
about the- stage.,

If one criticism of this production is
that it really runs too fast (making it easy
for people-like your-feeble-minded critic to
get lost: For complex Shlakes-peareandplays,

771''J "*," 
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Joseph Vanderway '91 as King Lear and Bronwyn Barish G as the Fool

Shapiro discusses his unique
directing style used.for King Lear
BRUCE SHAPIRO 
An interview with the director of the
MIT Shakespeare Ensemble's King Lear.

He explains that, in his terminology, an
"index" is a feature of the play essential to
the plot. A "symbol" is a metaphor of an
element within the play, while an "icon" is
an image referring to a body of knowledge
outside the play. Shapiro cites biblical ref-
erence in the play as a particular type of
icon.

Within King Lear, Shapiro regards the
character of Lear himself as the principal
element, and so as the main index. Van-
derway, playing the index, says he finds
Shapiro's framework especially useful for
picturing Lear's images of torment in na-
ture. Shapiro points out, however, that
Lear is not restricted rigidly by the classifi-
cation, as his lines reflect features of in-
dex, symbol, and icon. Other elements of
the play also have dual roles in the classifi-
cation, Shapiro adds. So he sees his tech-
nique as a production tool and a way to
develop actors' techniques, rather than as
a method of textual analysis.

A certain conflict between the verbal
and the visual always exists, concedes
Shapiro. But he adds that there is always
the need to develop actors' abilities in
both areas- Vanderway recalls the earlier
part of the rehearsal period being spent on
voice technique alone.

Shapiro feels that the language in
Shakespeare can make the indexes, sym-
bols, and icons more difficult to recog-
nize, but stresses that it does not make
Shakespeare more difficult to play. He has
directed two Shakespeare productions be-
fore, and has appeared in several others.

By NEIL J. ROSS

RUCE SHAPIRO, artist in residence
at Tufts University, is directing
the MIT Shakespeare Ensemble's

B production of King Lear. This is
his fourth year as artist in residence at
Tufts. He has just finished directing his
own Iadaptation of the Margaret Atwood
novel A Handmaid's Tale, and previously
directed both Largo Desoldto by Vaclav
Havel and All's Well That Ends Well at
Tufts.

-It is Shapiro's unique directing style
which has drawn most public attention.
Joseph L. Vanderway '89, who is playing
King Lear in the ensemble's production,
described Shapiro's technique as one al-
lowing a particularly visual expression of
text. In the very physically demanding role
of Lear, Vanderway plays a pivotal role in
Shapiro's distinctive approach to per-
formance.

To focus a performer's attention on ex-
pressing the meaning of the text, Shapiro
follows a rubric, dividing text and charac-
ters into three categories: index, symbol,
and icon. He describes the approach:
"Iconicity is the formal miming of mean-
ing. It is a self-contained approach to un-
derstanding the meaning of a play." The
principles, according to Shapiro, were first
proposed by the 19th century philosopher
Charles Pierce.

I

ing on their motives, come to either bid
farewell or hinder the roommates.

Drew watches and interacts with the vis-
itors with a wary scrutiny, trying to discern
each person's intent and relationship with
the women - especially Lucy (Maggie
Jackobson) - while searching for further
understanding and new perspective to his
own mid-life troubles. This is precisely
what New Year's Day invites the audience
to do: reflect, observe, interact, and learn.

But the film falls short of capturing
contemporary social and interpersonal in-
teraction and is touched by a didactic
triteness instead of an inspiring realism.
The themes of finding new beginnings
from old ones and of the similarities of
human experience are depicted heavy-
handedly, and one feels bludgeoned by the
message. This lack of subtlety is seen
clearly in the closing of the film as Drew
once again addresses the camera with a so-
liloquy on the inter-connections of future
and present.

The characters, with the exception of
Lucy and Drew, are stereotypes of a self-
absorbed New York culture; Winona (Me-
lanie Winter), a wannabe-mother photog-
rapher, and Annie (Gwen Welles), the
obsessive, shy roommate, are not full or

(Please turn to page II)

NEW YEAR'S DAY
Written and directed by Henry Jaglom.
Sfarring Maggie Jackobson, Henry Jag-
lom, Gwen Welles, and Milos Forman.

By JIGNA DESAI

EW YEAR'S DAY is a modest yet
ambitious film that entertains
but leaves one craving for more

' realistic substance and less ste-
reotype. Henry Jaglom, the writer and di-
rector, opens with a monologue directed to
the audience on his need to start anew, to
lock up his house in Los Angeles and
move to New York City on the symbolic
eve of the new year. Upon arriving in NYC
after an apparently grueling red-eye flight,
Jaglom, now playing the character Drew,
finds three women who have been living
together for four years and who are still
occupying his apartment.

A misunderstanding with the lease re-
sults in the four of them spending an inti-
mate New Year's Day together discovering
many of the similarities in their situations.
Each one wants to move onto the future,
but must first confront the present. This
conflict is partially portrayed through the
parade of friends and family who, depend-

L-
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Welles, and Maggie Jackobson in New Year's Day
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Although entertaining, New Year's Day leaves a craving.for substance
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Jamie Lee Curtis elaborates on her preparation for Blue Steel
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certified by the state, go to gun class, and
sit there and learn. You shouldn't be able
to buy a gun over the counter quickly - it
-should take two to three months to be cer-
tified.

How did you work Blue Steel around
your schedule for Anything But Love?

I did a pilot for Anything But Love in
1988 -that didn't sell. It didn't sell in
March, it didn't sell in May, so I needed to
get, a job. I started on Blue Steel, and
while-we were shooting, A -Fish- Called
Wanda came out, and then they picked up
my series. My criteria for doing a televi-
sion series never changed. I wanted more
stability, I wanted more of a sense of fam-
ily, I wanted to do light comedy. To me it's
pleasant that these movies are successful
and good, but I very much like doing my
television show and hope that it continues
to be successful.

areas of technical agility and technical
knowledge, so I spent time in a shooting
range trying to learn the proper techniques
of combat shooting and regular standing
shooting and marksmanship. I found that
the sport is quite interesting to learn once
the moral issue is out of the way. Yo ,sort
of deal with your personal catharsis of
how you feel about a gun and gun control.
It is a jolting experience to fire a live
round, but once you get past it, it just be-
comes a technical game that you try to
learn.

How do you feel towards gun control?
This is my personal opinion, but obvi-

ously since we're in America, if you want
to own a gun you should be able to own a
gun. I think that there should be much
more stringent restrictions for applying for
a license - it should be like applying for a
license for an automobile. You should be

(Continued from page 8)
ception rather than the rule. I don't be-
lieve in censorship in any form. One
should make morals judgements for one-
self. Someone who is disturbed could be
sensitive to anything - look at the vio-
lence in the evening news. Someone like
that would have to live in a black box not
to be exposed to violence.

Jamie, when you were preparing for
/Blue Steel], did you take a look at Near
Dark (Kathryn Bigelow's third fljm) to get
a sense of Kathryrn's style?

Near Dark is not my kind of movie.
Ever since I saw Oliver and my mother
covered my eyes when Shaney Wallace got
smacked on the head, I can't see anything
which is onl any level scary. I know it
seems crazy and it's great copy, but it's ab-
solutely the truth.

Was it incidental that Megan [the char-

acter played by Jamie Lee Curtis] was a
woman cop or were you thinking of the
ramifications of that when you chose to do
the role?

The film is about a woman cop, so ob-
viously there's a feminist statement in it
simply by the nature of there being a
woman cop. I never make a decision about
a role with feminism as a criterion. I read
the story and thought it was very exciting.
The fact that [the main character] was a
woman cop was interesting - I don't look
for feminist messages.

Did you do any training with the police
for this role?

I did a minor amount of training. So
much of the film is done in reaction that
to overtrain would be something that I
would have to unlearn, because I had to
remain very clear and very pure in my re-
sponse. I wanted to be convincing in the

American Expres
N 10% Off ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT-with

your own personalized discount card, valid
throughJanuary 1991 on all Northwest and
Nortwest Airlink flights. (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student
certificates and othier certificates,
promotional or special status airfares.)
a 2,500 BONUS MILES TOWARDSFREETRAVEL-

when you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks'
Free Travel Program.

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.

Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942-
AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately. (If you have your banking
information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help Mvrsip Has Its Pv~ilgesg

1�

TRAVEL
RELAT

ERVICE
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*If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please send your written question, a copy ofsour student ID and class schedule to: American Express, P.O. Box 35029,
Attn: Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip tavel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours 2fter making reservations. Fares ane nonrefindable and no itinerary changes
may be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date.Travel may not be available
between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago (S5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout dates and
other restrictions may apply. For complete offier details, call 1-800 942-AMEX. 1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.
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speed the process.)

Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.

Anld remember that as a Cardmem-
ber you'l enjoy all the exceptional benefits
and personal service you would expect from
American Express.

So doft miss out on a world of great
experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for
the Card. Arnd start packing!

Only forstudent
Apply for the American Express' Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape.

American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
travel privileges on Northiwest-exclusively
for student Cardmembers:
c CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE

OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS tO many

of tle more than 180 cities in the 48 contig-
uous United States served by Northwest.
Each certificate is good for a six-month
period, and they will arrive within six
-weeks after you receive the Card. Current
Cardmembers will automatically receive
their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990
provided they are still filf time students!

APPLY TODAY

1 800-942-AMEX
NORTHWEST

AIRI NES
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Informal Supper and Discussion to Follow
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Political satirist Barry Crimmins

makes a guest appearance as the building
superintendent whose friendship with the
women seems patronizing and intimate.

Jaglom's directorial talent is most visible
in the character of Lucy whose own life-
experiences - working with dolphins,
teaching chimpanzees sign language, and
doing voices for cartoons - are deftly in-
corporated into the film. When Jaglom
blurs the line between fiction and reality
he truly captures nuances of the personal
in contemporary society. To further devel-
op the realism created in Lucy, Jaglom

suggested that Jackobsosl's philandering
ex-lover, David Duchovy, play Billy in the
film. Jackobson initially refused and then
reconsidered and found that the scenes
were liberating as well as humorous - life
imitates art imitates life.

New Year's Day hits upon some familiar
angst-ridden anxieties of contemporary
culture but fails to render them memora-
ble or realistic. Still, Henry Jaglom is a
director with an eye for the intimate and
personal, and definitely one to keep an eye
on.

jerks (complete with lines about how they
had forgotten how to feel until a beautiful
young woman - in this case Lucy -
transforms them).

Lucy and Drew learn from each other
that moving on is difficult but possible.
Jaglom recognizes the complexity of sex
roles, especially those of his gender, and is
not afraid to portray males in an unfavor-
able light. The unbelievable promiscuity of
Lucy's boyfriend, Billy, further illustrates
this. His callousness and insensitivity are
humorous yet disturbing. Milos Forman

(Continued from page 9)
realistic characters in which the actresses
can showcase their talents.

Although the relationship between An-
nie and Lucy is probed, more of the film
could focus on Annie's declaration of love
and its affect on Lucy. Instead, Annie is
left behind, and the camera focuses once
again on Lucy and Drew. Their relation-
ship is also quite sexual; Drew seems to
have trouble removing himself, especially
his hands, from Lucy. In fact, many of the
men- in, the movie come off as over-sexed

The Technology and Culture Seminar and the MIT Energy Lab
Present a Series on
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New Year's Day fais to render anxieties realistic or memorable

Energy' and the
E nvl ron ment

THE

O-F
PROGRESS

EMERGING ENERGY NEEDS OF THE THIRD WORLD

SPEAKER:

VAClAV SML, University of Manitoba

TUESDAY, MARCH 20
4:30 PM RIOM 9-1 50cOpay"PME . DANVERS JANUS NAsICKI4111 _ ML sum an. 125 .EXn 24 s 7 JKF ST. CAJoD51 M 9 OPP. SO

26611300 7n ".25 I s5t3210 "3737 &W 5 11323-S

CIVEM SHOWCASE CINEMAS SNOWCAS CINEMAS OINCHE CI#f

CIRCLE DED II IWOBURN REVERE
CUVIWB CIKU X1E. I & 125 EXIT I RYE. 12. EXI 3S 3 A. U|n. Cl A SQUIRE D.

.564040 . 326-495s 933-5330 1 28 016*0
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ANNOUNCEMENT FOR JAPANESE NATIONALS and/or
THOSE FLUENT IN THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE

from the Office of Carter Services

The following companies are interested in hearing from Japanese students for jobs in
various locations. We urge you to contact those you are interested in directly, and include
a resume with your letter.

Genus 1nc.
Michael Hernandez
Genus Inc.
515 Ellis St.
Mountain View, CA 94043

Manufacturers of thin-film coatings for the
semiconductor industry, interested in recruiting
Japanese students majoring in Chemistry, Chemical
Engineering, Electrical Engineering or Physics. Those
hired will train for 6 to 12 months in either the
Massachusetts or California facility, then return to
work in Japan

KensBu Gaucin Co. Ltd.
Michlio Nomura
Director of WIN
254-3 Ohsalo, Bessho Urawa,
Saitarma 336 Japan

A private educational institution providing
supplementary education to Japanese students who
wish to further enhance their education outside the
regular curriculum offered by their schools.
Currently interested in interviewing English speakers
for positions of project planner/instructor.

The Wyatt Company K KIL
Charliese King
The Wyatt Company
Research and Information Center
1850 M Street NW, Suite 400
Washington,, C 20036

An independent, worldwide compensation and
benefits consulting firm interested primarily in
graduate students from several disciplines to become
Associate -Consultants in Tokyo.

NKKC Corporation
K. Niho -
No. 2 Pesonnel Section, Personnel Dept.
NKK Corporation
1-1-2 Mairnouchi Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan

Established -in 1912 as Japan's first steel company,
now involved in steeliwnaling, engineering, advanced
matetials, urban development and electronics.
Available are --junior management positions in the
areas of persoand labor relations, sales and
marketing, , procurement and subcontraction, or
operation planning and control. Locations include
Tokyo, Kawasaki, Yokohama, Fukuyuma, Toyama,
Niigata, or Tsu.

BSAT Inc.
Hiroshi Murakami
BSAT, Inc.
1-1-6 Kitahama Chuuo-ku
Osalta 541, Japan

A software firm located in Osalka, Japan. Seeking
japanese students or those proficient in japanese who
will be graduating in 1990 or 1991 in the following
fields: computer science, EE, Mathematics ad other
related fields. Those hired as programmers, systems
analysts or engineers spend two years in Osaka, then
ame based in Japan or the US.
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THE 2+ STMES OF SEXUAL AROUSAL

WATSON COME HERE!
I'M CALLING
THE S&S FOR

TAKEOUT.
What a marvelous invention!
Now anyone can say hello to
S&S Takeout. And say good-,
bye to dull food. Just imagine
how good a Gourmet Boursin
Burger would taste. Or Pasta
Primavera. Be inspired by
Scallops Provinciale, or our
savory Baby Back Ribs. Indulge
yourself with Baby Watson
cheesecake. Whatever you
wish. The entire S&S Menu is
at your fingertips. In portions
that made the S&S famous.
And affordably priced. So
whether for-one or 21, call
S&S Takeout and discover
just how good takeout can be.

S&l

Take Out e Catering

A Great Find Since 1919.

Breaast, Lunch, Dinner. Mon.-Sat.7:00am- 1 2:00 mid, Sun.8:00am -I 1:00 PM
Im-nan Square, I334Cambridge St., Cambridge, 354-0777, FAX: 354-8924.
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MIT ME's:
Great $$ with flexible hours

Premise, Inc., a software house specializing in software design tools for ME's, is
looking for motivated part-time tale-sales people. Compensation includes base pay
plus substantial commissions. We are conveniently located right above the MIT
Coop. Applicants should be familiar with mechanical engineering basics, and send
a resume to Chris Schille, Premise, Inc., Three Cambridge Center, Cambridge,
MA, 02142. For more info, call 225-0422.

READY TO RUN
COMPLETE UNIX SYS V

DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS
386/48U ISA PlAlFORMS

_READY-TORUN

FROM $2,995

INCLUDES X WINDOWS

Ci CALL (508) 480 - 0960
MICRO/= 20 MICROMUSE INC

flect into how policies are made
for the next 10 to 15 years. I
want to make the UA work more
'closely with the [InterFraternity
.Council] and [the Dormitory
'Council]. It seems that DormCon
-arid -IC are better in touch with
-students, and the UA is better in

.touch with the administration.
"By.,putfing the two together, we
can-bring the students closer to
power."

During the campaign, Bapna
and Schwingel "saw a lot of al-
ternative solutions to problems
that come up often, and we plan
to use them," Bapna said.

"We kept a log of complaints
and solutions that we got from
going door to door," added
Schwingel, "and we're going to
refer to that often."

Many people involved with the
election were impressed with the
low number of write-in votes for
"joke" candidates such as Winnie
the Pooh. Antico said the low
number of write-ins means that
"more people are taking the UA
seriously, and that's a compli-
ment to the people in the UA."

Bapna said he met "a few vo-
cal people who thought the UA
was useless, but the election
showed that they're a small
minority."

Dawn L. Mitzner needed three
rounds of counting to win the
presidency of the Class of 1991.
She had accumulated 56.1 per-
cent of the votes at that time, de-
feating Rachel A. Wilks, who
had 43.9 percent, and Felipe J.
Calderon, whose ballots had
been transferred to Mitzner and-
Wilks.

Other newly elected 1991 class
officers are Vice President Brian
M. Katz, Secretary Seema Nundy,
Treasurer Roger Israni, and So-
cial Chairs Cassandra Santos and
William S. Schnorr. All ran un-
opposed, and no one ran for the
office of publicity chair.

The Class of 1992 elected
Dawn L. Nolt as their president
over Soo-Ah Kim. Nolt received
50.2 percent of the votes cast,
and Kim received 47.1 percent.
Christina H. S. Kwon took 70.8
percent of the votes cast for vice
president, beating Navneet Govil,
who received 27.5 percent of the,
votes cast. Secretary Sonia W.
Chung, Treasurer Lisa K. Arel,
and Social Chair Fritz N. Francis
ran unopposed. No one ran for
the office of publicity chair.

Matthew C. Oberhardt won
the Class of 1993 presidential
contest with 56.6 percent of the
votes cast. He defeated Stefanie
A. Spencer, who received 36.7
percent of the votes cast. Vice
president elect Lisa M. Chow
narrowly defeated Vinuta C. Mo-
han and Karl L. Yen after three
rounds of counting. Chow had
50.3 percent of the votes cast af-
ter the third round, while Mohan
had 49.7 percent. Yen's ballots
had been distributed to Chow
and Mohan.

Peter Tarsi ran unopposed for
the office of secretary of the
Class of 1993. Sophia Yen defeat-
ed Matt Olsen to become treasur-
er by a margin of 65.2 percent to
32.5 percent. Yvonne G. Lin and
Karen K. Oda, running unop-
posed, were elected social chairs.
W~endy K. Cook received 58.6
percent of the votes cast for pub-
licity chair, beating Mark M.
Lee, who received 37.1 percent of
the votes cast. Lee's candidacy
had been the subject of contro-
versy due to his campaign post-
ers, which many found offensive.

(Continued from page 1)
Stern said, "Our campaign

failed to let people know we were
different. People didn't know
about our attitude on how the
UA should work. If people had
known, we might have done
better."

Nearly all the candidates ex-
pressed support of the policy that
limited election postering to spec-
ified areas. "The postering policy
was the best thing that came out
of the campaign. It forced the
campaign to be an actual cam-
paign, and not a poster fest.
People printed their platforms
and took stands on the issues,"
Bapna said.

Schwingel agreed that "limiting
pestering saved resources and
personalized the election. It
forced people to go door to
door."

Stern said that he and Hogg
94are against postering policies in
general, but in this case it kept
posters to a reasonable amount. I
think that can be done without a
policy, however."

Strizzi and Kang refused to
comment on the election, but is-
sued the following statement:
"We don't wish to comment on
any of The Tech's questions be-
cause we don't feel that it's prop-
er to communicate with a biased
newspaper and be misquoted and
misrepresented once again."

The candidates downplayed the
importance of the debate they
participated in on Sunday. "The
debate was well-run and the
questions were good, but I don't
know that it made a clear distinc-
tion among the candidates," said
Schwingel.

Bapns and Schwingel look ahead,-

Bapna and Schwingel are "set-
ting up a timeline for our term,"
said Schwingel.

The two are "working togeth-
er" with the current UJA leadens
to "ease the transition," Antico
said. "They already have a head
start because they know how
things work here, and they've
been around the UA a while," he
added.

Bapna said he is ready to
"forge a new relationship with
the administration which will re-

Translations into your native language
are needed for industrial literature. You
will be well paid to prepare these
translations on an occasional basis.
Assignments are made according to
your area of technical knowledge.
We are currently seeking translators for:
* Arabk 0 chinese e Danish e Dutch
* Farsi 0 French 0 German 0 Greek
a Italian 0 Japanese 0 Korean
.,Norwegian 9 Polish 0 Portuguese
0 olmanian O Spanlish * Swedish
and others.
Into-English translations from German
and French. Many other languages also
available.
Foreign language typists also needed.
AN this work can be done In Vour
home!
Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New
England's largest translation agency,
located a block north of the Central Sq.
subway station.

For application and test
translation call Ms.

,Inc. DePhllips
864 3900"'

Students elect class officers

Class officers were also elected
Wednesday. Many candidates ran
unopposed while other positions
were left unfilled.

Joseph R. Babiec Jr. became
president' of the Class of 1990.
He ran unopposed. Stacy A.
Segal narrowly defeated A. Mini
Gupta for vice president, taking
56.7 percent of the votes cast,
while-Gupta took 40.8 percent.
Ning P. Peng, running unop-
posed, became secretary. Mark J.
DsAgOstifto r&eived 78-3 percent
of the votes cast for treasurer, de-
feating Aaron S. Wallack. Newly
elected members-at-large are

Meryl T. Alford, who ran unop-
posed, and Joanne E. Spetz, who
defeated Jonathan A. Woodman
with 68.6 percent of the votes
cast. No one ran for the office of
class agent.

Ungusistic Systems,
116 Bishop Allen Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
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Aftera $40,000 college education, shelling out an added $69.95 for a job seems like a
small price to pay. Particularly if you land the fight job. It's possible with JOBS ON FILE-a
reference guide that runs on your IBM or Macintosh personal computer.

At JOBSource we did the leg work so you dort have to. For major companies nationwide,
select any of 40 disks organized by INDUSTRY. Like ad agencies, banks and hospitals. Or 30
CITY disks describing major companies in a selected city. Like Boston, Chicago, or Seattle.

Each JOBS ON FILE disk is a gold mine of current informa-
tion on up to 1,000 companies. Search the company info to
select your companies. Then ise the built-in word processor to _ g 
pull the address into your cover letter, cutting prep time by as
much as 90%. Order today while supplies last.

800o437-8376 m ajorcredit dsaccepteda
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Bapna, Schwingel to lead UA
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Your
-oreign
language
ability

is

valuable!

$ 1.OO OFF
ANY PURCHASE OF $10.00 OR MORE!
COMPACT DISCS,, POSTERS, T-SHIRTS!

Kin g

IV (
(No Double Diesounts Sale oeoms Excluded. Explres 3123190 l

M.I.Ta. Student Center 225-2872
BOSTON: 332 Newbury St. 236-4930

HARVARD, sca: 36 JF.K. ST. The ha rasgs 491 0337 
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Douglas Keller/The Tech
MIT students participate in the "Annual Spontaneous
Tuition Riot" last Friday. They marched from the Great
Sail to the office of President Paul E. Gray '54.
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UA President Paul L. Antico
'91 said that although most peo-
ple expected more of an 80-20
outcome on the presidential
search questions, his expectations
were much closer to the actual
count. "A lot of students realize
that we don't have the informa-
tion to make these decisions and
that the faculty and administra-
tion may be more capable in
these areas,' he explained.

As for the future of student in-
put, Antico is excited about the
prospects of a new program to
get student input about the presi-
dential search, the results of
which will be presented in a 2-3
page report to four members of
the MIT Corporation.

UA President Elect Manish
Bapna '91 expressed surprise that
more students didn't feel that the
presidential selection process was
secretive. Bapna described the
flushing referendum as "a vague
topic generalized into one ques-
tion." He doubted that "anything
quite significant will come from
these questions."

a dramatic decrease in, fours,
fives, and severe traumas, then
we would have had a strong indi-
cation that the referral, system
[implemented by independent liv-
ing groups two years ago) is
working," she explained. Howev-
er, at this point, further student
opinion surveys are needed and
in the works.

The other two survey questions
focused on the presidential
search. The first of them read,
"Do you believe that the commit-
tees responsible for choosing the
next president of MIT were too
secretive about the process and
candidates?" A majority of re-
spondents, 63.4 percent, replied

YMes."
The second of the presidential

search questions asked, "Do you
believe that students should have
had more control over the search
for the next president of MIT?"
Here, 68.5 percent responded
positively, indicating a strong un-
dergraduate sentiment that stu-
dents should be more involved in
the presidential search process.

(Continued from page 1)

scale, the average score was
about 1.2.

Segal said she was hoping that
"the survey would show a de-
crease in the negative effects of
flushing." During R/O Week in
1987, a "hotly contested rush
skit" was blamed by many living
groups for hurting their rushes
that year "because freshmen saw
that the brothers would talk
about them behind their backs,"
she explained. However, since
that year, Segal felt that "all oth-
er things being equal, people
have had fewer negative experi-
ences with flushing."

The impetus for the question
was the report released last year
by the Freshman Housing Com-
mittee which suggested that
flushing did not offer a positive
introduction to life at MIT. Segal
hoped to gain "a general idea"
about these trends in the past
four years. "If the responses had
been concentrated near the no
impact side, or if there had been

-;Saatod even
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TOhties in research education, and
very importantly, student sup-
port," Deutch said.

"The new campaign goal of
$700 million reflects academic
priorities, as found'" by the sub-
group, he added. The subgroup
included deans of the schools,

* Associate -Provost Samuel J.
Keyser and Dean for Undergrad-
uate Education Margaret L. A.
MacVicar '65.

Deutch said that the academic
priorities "point to the need to
raise resources for undergradu-
ates [and] graduate students."
Support for endowed,-professor-
ships will also be raised, in order
to "lessen the dependence of the
faculty on contract support for
academic year salary," he
continued.

Resources for research initia-
tives, and new and renovated
facilities will also be increased,
Deutch added.

These priorities are an "'in-
formed balance between academ-
ic needs and a realistic appraisal
of donor interests," Deutch said.
The campaign "will continue to
be successful in large part
because of faculty support to the
campaign" which, Deutch noted,
"has beeni both, effective and
eforthcoming.;' The reason for
this strong faculty support,
according to Deutch, is that "the

--goals represent genuine academic
needs.-,

Three' different kinds of
sources provide donations to the
Campaign for the future -
individuals, corporations and
foundations.

The campaign to increase
MIT's endowment began in 1986
when Gray and others asked
Deutch "to identify what the
most urgent needs" were, Deutch
said. Deutch then surveyed the
faculty to identify some of these
needs. "'I believe this process is
unique among US universities
where development efforts are
not always so carefully tailored
to an appraisal of academic
needs," he added.

Universities typically want
their endowments to increase
faster than the rate of inflation,
Ramonat said. To achieve this,
universities such as the Ivy
League, MIT and Stanford fol-
low a "five-percent rule," by
which only five percent of the
income generated by the endow-
ment goes to the budget.

The rest of the budget must be
covered by other resources, Ra-
monaat said. These include federal
government funds, corporate-
sponsored research, tuition, and
other miscellaneous revenues.

In comparison with other pri-
vate universities, MIT has one of
the highest budgets and lowest
endowments.

(Continued from page 1)

1986, [required approximately]
$920 million," Ramonat said.
"When we set the original goal,
we were conservative," he added,
and "now that we've [demon-
strated] a rate of success ...
we've extrapolated" what dona-
tions could total by 1992.

At the Feb. 20 faculty meeting,
Deutch said the three areas the
campaign has targeted for inten-
sive fund-raising efforts are:
facilities spending, full professor-
ships, and graduate student
support.

Areas donors can specify for
their gift are professorships,
academic programs, student sup-
port, facilities, unrestricted dona-
tions and donations pending des-
ignation. Some of these areas
have earned a significant amount
more than expected by this point
in time, Ramonat said. For exam-
ple, unrestricted donations have
already doubled the original goal
of $40 million.

Other areas have not received
as much donor support as expect-
ed by this point in the campaign,
such as facilities support, which
has achieved less than one-fourth
the original goal. Now that the
overall goal has been raised, the
individual goals have been raised
as well.

The increase will primarily af-
fect academics; the goals'for aca-
demic programs and -unresticted
donations have been increased
the most. The campaign "will
support existing activities and it
will provide for new opportun-

A representative will be at MIT Tuesday, March
4:00pm to discuss the program. Room' 12-187

20 at

Katharine
Hepburn
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Bogart
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For movie descriptions, call the

LSC MOVIELINE 258-8881
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Most unaffected by R/O flushing

Revised campaign goal set at $700 million

NEEDED
Part-time Tutors in'-Biology, Computer
Science (Pascal / C.language), Cost
Accounting, & Languages (Japanese,
Hindi, & Urdu).
Part-time Secretary: Duties include-typing,
technical writing, and answering phone
calls.
Full-time (for Summer) Teachers iin':t''
Chinese and Hebrew.
Send Resumes to:

T. P. T.
P. O. Box 338, B. U. Station
Boston, MA 022 1 5

We offer excellent, convenient, and
economical tutoring. 1st hour is FREE. $14
per hour. Call us at ECE 5950.

SEMESTER AT SEA
Applications are now being accepted for the University of Pitts-

burg - sponsored Semester at Sea. Each fall or spring 100-day od-
yssey aboard the American-built S. S. Universe literally offers you
the world. You can earn 12-15 transferable units from your choice
of more than 50 lower and upper division courses, while calling
upon places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong, India, Tur-
key, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia and Spain.

It is a learning adventure designed to to transform students of
every color, race and creed into true citizens and scholars of the
world.

For more information, including a catalog and applica-
tion, call 1-800-8540195 / 1-412-648-7490 in PA. Or write
Semester at Sea, Institute for Shipboard Education,
University of Pittsburg 
811 William Pitt Union
Pittsburg, PA 15260.

Then prepare for learning adventure of your life.

This Weekend's
Movies From SAT' "O1AY

Travolta * Q\ vo~cb
t ~~~Bruce

Kristie i ,,, $ Willis
Alley

FRIDAY
*PENN ANd-

* TElRER 0

" CET KiltEd 

FRIDAY CLASSIC

Mar 16-18, 1990
Iftalsoll

7 & 9:30 in 26-1 00 6:30 & 9:30 in 26-1007:30 in 10-250 7 & 9:30 in 26-100
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AXO is sponsoring the 2nd annual
LUP SYNC CONTEST

to raise $$ for Easter Seals / Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
March 16, 1990

9:00 pm, Lobdell
Tickets $2 in advance or $3 at the door.

For more information call Amy at 225-7194
This space donated by The Tech
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All systems include: 12" Mono-monitor w/graphic card. 101-Key
keyboard, P/S/P/G ports, Clock/Calendar, expansion slots, Floppy
Drive, Keylock, turbo and rest buttons, LED's and more...

Optons and Upgres: Color Monitors, Floppy/Hard drives, add-on
memory, co-processors, modem, mouse, tower case, laser printer,
plotter. digitizer, etc.

NPC Computer Corporation
15 Cypress St., Newton Centre, MA 02159

Exit 17 Mass Pike to Center St. to Newton Ctr.

1 800-649-XTAT
(617) 965-8325

Mon-Fri 9 am-8 pm. Sat 9 am-5 pm
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ENTER TO WINI
A PAIR OF TICKETS TO THE BOSTON

BRUINS AND THE HARTFORD WHALERS
HOCKEY GAME MARCH 29th.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

COMPLETE DETAILS AT

TOWER RECORDS

BE SURE TO SCORE
SLAUGHTER'S NEW RELEASE

"STICK IT TO YAWN
ON SALE NOW!

SALE ENDS APRIL 4

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT * 365 DAYS A YEAIR

criticisms of Tang. "Many more
people move from Ashdown into
Tang than move from Tang to
Ashdown," she said.

Tang Hall supports the GSC
plan, according to Gautam Nayar'
G, current president of THRA.

Leaders in other graduate stu-
dent dormitories were also con-
cerned about the impact of the
Maguire proposal. "I don't want
my house to become like an
apartment building," said Janet
L. Pan G. president of Green
Hall. "We get the impression that
[Maguire] is more interested in
packing in large numbers of stu-
dents into Green Hall without
caring what the quality of life for
those students will become."

Pan was also concerned that
Green Hall, with only 46 stu-
dents, will have little continuity
in house government because stu-
dents interested in running the
house might have -to leave after
one year. She also expressed con-
cern that the residents would no
longer be interested in housewide
social activities.

Most of the people interviewed
were surprised to learn that Ma-
guire's proposal included the two-
lottery system. Nayar, Wester-
heim, Pan, and Arnout M. Eike-
boom G. president of the Ash-
downI House Executive Commit-
tee (AHEC, were all surprised to
learn that Maguire's plan includ-
ed the two-lottery system of allo-
cating spaces in the residences,
which takes control of allocating
tenured housing away from the
individual dormitories.

Michael J. Warwick G. presi-
dent of the GSC, reluctantly sup-
ported the idea of having the
two-lottery system in the gradu-
ate dormitories. "I'm being prag-
matic - it's still [Maguire's] job,
and he's got to do what he's got
to- do..-. Under the circum-
stances, it's the best we can hope
for," he said.

Julia J. Vail G, HSA chair,
criticized Maguire's memo outlin-
ing his housing plan. "The pro-
posal was vague and grossly
incomplete.

AHEC has not taken a posi-
tion on Maguire's proposal, al-
though representatives of Ash-

down voted in favor of the GSC
proposal. Eikeboom had no
comment on Maguire's plan.

Maguire additionally claimed
that taking control of housing as-
signments and vacancy reports
away from the houses will make
the assignment process more effi-
cient. "In order to assure that all
spaces are being used you've got
to have a very simple assignment
process, and I don't think you
can have a lot of middle people
during the assignments," he said.

Vail, on the other hand, be-
lieved that the flexibility of the
GSC plan was a strength, not a
weakness. "Its unique features
[are its] flexibility and individual-
ity in terms of how the plan is
administered in each house," she
said. "There's a safety net de-
fault," she added, referring to
the two-lottery system that would
go into effect if quotas were not
met.

Under the GSC plan, Ashdown
would crowd some of its double
rooms with three people, and
convert some of its common ar-
eas into temporary bedrooms, ac-
cording to AHEC documents.
According to Eikeboom, Ash-
down historically has had many
vacancies by the end of the fall
term, so it would be likely that
all of the students in the over-
crowded and temporary rooms
would be able move into regular
uncrowded rooms by the end of
the fall term.

Maguire was concerned that
aspects of the GSC plan "would
create a kind of second-class citi-
zenship for new graduate stu-
dents," although he did not spe-
cifically claim that Ashdown's
plan was one reason for this
belief.

William R. Dickson '56, senior
vice president of MIT, felt the
impact of Maguire's plan would
be minimal. "The change is not
overly significant, " he said .
"Graduate housing is pretty
much the same as it has always
been except for the question of
room assignments. There is really
quite small an impact in my opin-
ion," he added. D~ickson will
make the final decision on a
graduate student housing plan.

(Continued from page 1)

Forty percent of the spaces in
Ashdown would be reserved for
incoming students and 60 percent
for continuing graduate students.
The other dormitories - includ-
ing Green Hall, Eastgate and
Westgate - would be held to a
quota of 50 percent for each.

William R. Dickson, senior
vice president of MIT, felt the
impact of Maguire's plan would
be minimal. "The change is not
overly significant," he said.
"Graduate housing is pretty
much the same as it has always
been except for the question of
room assignments. There is really
quite small an impact in my opin-
ion," he added. Dickson will
make the final decision on a
graduate student housing plan.

The GSC's plan, approved by
consensus in the HSA and by a
29-3 vote of the GSC, calls for all
of the houses to commit to pro-
viding as much space for incom-
ing graduate students as possible,
and reserves the new Albany
Street dormitory for new gradu-
ate students. Their plan also cre-
ates specific quotas for the num-
ber of new graduate students
each house must accept. How the
quotas would be attained would
be left to the discretion of each
house. In the event that a house
could not meet its quota by other
means, the two-lottery system
would go into effect.

Graduates express concern
about housing plan

Tang Hall officers were upset
by Maguire's proposal. '"This
plan is really disruptive for peo-
ple in Tang," said Ann C. Wes-
terheim G. a past president of the
Tang Hall Residents Association.
"The whole thing was started be-
cause of the GSC housing survey,
and now [Maguire is] ignoring
the G}SCs advice," she said. ->

Maguire believed that Tang
Hall was in need of renovation
and "a new mission." He felt
"the space [in Tangl is too small
to serve the unction it was sup-
posed to serve," and that "it's
not a great atmosphere.>' Howev-
er, "it could work for first year
students," he said.

Westerheim- rejected Maguire's

W349 Boadway, cambfideo MA 0z23s
Call 7-·8760533 for more information 

The prizes will be awarded to students in any
department at MIT on the basis of a competi-
tive evaluation of proposals by a Prize
Committee.

Application deadline date:
April 2 1990

Anouncement of winners:
Mlay 159 1990

These awards have been established as a
memorial to the late Carroll L. Wilson (32)
Professor of Management at the Sloan
School and first Mitsui Professor in Problems
of Contemporary Technobgy at MIT.

Professor Wilson devoted much of his career
toward seeking solutions to important global
problems through the application of sieien-
tific, engineerirng, economic, and political
analysis to programs of action. The underly-
ing goal of his work was the improvement of
relations among countries and the strength-
ening of their institutions and people.

The purpose of the Wilson Awards is to
provide opportunities for MIT students to
pursue a challenging activity which would
have excited the interest and enthusiasm of
Carroll Wilson.

Application forms and additional
are available from:

information

Ms. Lynn Hyams, E15-220
Ms. Susan Kendall, 3-209

Undergraduate Education Office, 20B-141
BOSTON X

Mass. Ave. At Newbury vi
In Back Bay MUSIC VIDEOS

Above Auditorium T Stop on tne Greenhlne VIDEO SALES & RENTALS!

New grad housing policy proposed Harvard-Epworth
United Methodist

Church
1555 Massachusetts Ave.

opposite Cambridge Common

Sunday Worship: 9 and 1 lam

Undergrad Forum: 5:30 PM

IBM P.C. COMPATIBLES
8088-12MHz 

NPC 64oK RAM $529
aAd80286-12MHz - ^

NPn lMB RAM $779
AdAe80386SX-16MHz 

NPCl MB RAM 1099
it80386-20MHz A ^

NPr lMB RAM $1499

Ask for 80386-25 Mlz and 80386-33 MHz systems

_
TOWER RECORDS, CHRYSALIS RECORDS

AND SLAUGHTER WANT TO ...

STICK IT TO YA9
ON SALE
COMPACT DISC

11.99
CASSETTE

Q.99

Carroll L. Wilson Awards
2 Graduate Student Awards at $5,000 each, and
2 Undergraduate Student Awards at $4,000 each.

The 1990
4Awards
Planned:
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William Chu/The Tech
MIT beat Harvard in men's volleyball last night.
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scoring a 7.25. This evtent again
brought in the best routine of
Aqui's career. Her strong dance
and high leaps earned a 7.2. Tri-
captain Rachel McCarthy '90
also aggressively finished the last
beam routine of her career, stick-
ing a cartwheel mount, a back
handspring, and a gainer back
somersault dismount for a 7.2.
Kortney Leabourne '92 executed
two backhandsprings in a row
and stuck a beautiful round-off
for a score of 7.15. Rocchio per-
formed her routines aggressively
for a 6.9.

MIT women have always
showed off their grace in dance
and strength in tumbling in the
floor exercise. Arel was the ever-
presenlt anchor for the team,
turning in another near perfect
routine for an 8.7.

The last career performances
of Rocchio, McCarthy, Arnold,
and Aqui were also strong. Mc-
Carthy's two full-twisting layout
somersaults and Rocchio's Arabi-
an half twisting somersault ended
some of the finest tumbling that
MIT gymnastics has seen and
earned them scores of 8.0 and
7.8, respectively. Arnold's strong
tumbling with somersaults in all
three tumbling passes and Aqui's
snappy dance earned them re-
spective scores of 7.6 and 6.65.

There could have been no bet-
ter ending to the meet than the
performance of the MIT women
on vault. Arel's handspring full-
twist again showed championship
form, earning an 8.85. Arnold
surprised herself with her ampli-
tude and powerful full-twisting
performance for her season's
high score of 8.65. Leabourne
scored highly with an 8.6 for a
handspring full-twist. Rocchio
had her season's best score of 8.5
for a half-on half-off vault. Mc-
Carthy stuck her handspring for
an 8.15, and Aqui had her best
vault ever with a score of 7.8.

Arel placed fourth overall in
the meet with a 34.6, while
Arnold's 30.45 and Rocchio's and
Leabourne's 29.4's helped add to
MIT's final team score of 155.45.

The Division III National
Championships put Arel's East
Coast dominance to the test.
Scoring an 8.8 on the bars and a
9.0 on the floor exercise in the
preliminaries qualified her for
the finals in both events. Her
scores in the vault and balance
beam events were 8.95 and 7.55,
respectively. If not for some trou-
bles with some of the dance ele-
ments in her beam routine, which
caused two falls and a one point
deduction from her score, these
scores would have qualified her
as an all-around competitor in
the finals.

Arel took eighth place on the
floor exercise with a score of 8.55
and third place on the uneven
bars with an 8.95. She received
All-American honors for the sec-
ond year in a row on the uneven
bars.

(Catherine Rocchio G is an
assistant coach of the woren's

gymnastics team.)

By Catherine Rocchio

The MIT women's gymnastics
team rounded out its victorious
season by sending competitors to
two Division III Championship
meets over the past weekends.

MIT qualified as a team for
the ECAC Championships, held
at Ithaca College, for the second
year in a row. Ithaca won the
meet, with Trenton State College
taking second place. MIT wound
up in fourth place, finishing a
place higher than in the previous
year's championships, and again
triumphing over rival Salem State
College.

Lisa Arel '92 also made her
second appearance at the Divi-
sion III National Championships
held at Ursinus College in Penn-
sylvania.

ECAC's began for MIT on the
uneven bars. Arel rounded out a
season of "no fall" bar routines
with a score of 8.5. Tri-captain
Rose Rocchio '90 had a solid rou-
tine for a 7.2, and Paula Aqui
'89 had the best routine of her
career, posting a 6.95.

At the balance beam, Arel re-
fused to fall, fighting to keep her
balance after a foot slipped off
on the landing of a straddle
jump. She landed her full-
twisting dismount with another
"no-falls" routine to her credit
and a score of 8.6.

Tri-captain Allison Arnold '90
performed confidently in her fi-
nal cateer beam performance,

Sports Update

Grierson named
Swimmer of the Year

Yvonne Grierson '90 was
named co-recipienlt of the Divi-
sion III National Swimmer of the
Year Award last week. Her ef-
forts in the Division III National
Championships helped propel the
Engineers to a best-ever seventh
place performance. She won the
100-yard butterfly for the third
consecutive year, and placed sec-
ond and third in the 50 and 100
free events to earn All-American
accolades in these events as well.
The 200 and 400 free relay and
200 medley relay teams consisting
of Grierson, Jennifer Chan '92,
Tina Grosskopf '92, Angela
Polen '90, and Ann Marie
Hession '90 also earned All-
American honors.

Fahey named
All-American

Maureen Fahey '90 has been
named first-team on the GTE
Collegiate Division All-Am~erican
team for her exploits on the

wom n's asketall teanm thisl sea-

son. She was the only player in
New England on any of the three
teams.

Compiled by Shawn Mastrian
and the Sports Information Office

place and slowly worked its way
up to a fifth place finish.

This is just the beginning of
the season for the sailing team.
MIT will be hosting some of the
most important regattas of the
season including the Boston
Dinghy Cup, the New England
Dingy Championships, the New
England Team Racing Champi-
onships, and the Collegiate Na-
tional Championships in June.
The MIT sailing team, hopes to
make a strong bid for the nation-
al championship, and appears to
have its best chance in recent
years of doing so.

(Drew Freides G is captain of
the varsity sailing team.)

Morizono have only sailed to-
gether for about two weeks, this
was a real accomplishment.

The fact that this regatta was
sailed under conditions that the
team was very unfamiliar with,
makes the performances even
more impressive. MIT had to
borrow unfamiliar boats from
SUNY. In addition, SUNY is lo-
cated on the border of Long
Island Sound and East River,
which feature strong and un-
steady currents.

Already both crews have
proved their prowess and, given
time, should be strong contend-
ers. Steady improvement could
be seen in the results of the regat-
ta; the team began the in 10th

By Dtrew Freides

The MIT varsity sailing team
began the spring season at the
State University of New York
Maritime College this past week-
end. The team showed its
strength by finishing fifth in the
first major spring intersectional
regatta, with many top 20 teams
present.

Sailing in A Division were Dale
Hinman '93 and Rukiye Devres
'93, who were consistently solid
throughout the regatta. In B Di-
vision, Kyle Welch '90 and Miki
Morizono '93 sailed incredibly,
winning their division by eight
points. Considering the caliber of
competition, and that Welch and
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sports

Women's gym goes
to championships

Sailing team finishes fifth at SUNY

Live at Weflksey Coes I e
for a semester or a year.

Application deadline for the
Undergraduate Residence Exchange

for the 1990-91 academic year -is
Thursday, April 191h

PALL

ttN-te

Information and applications are now available in the
Wellesley-MIT Exchange Program Office, 7-103.




